Babson College Radio’s Founder Flees to Australia; Rubin Named General Manager

In addition to promoting its accessibility on the Internet at http://radio.babson.edu, BCR is emphasizing its strengthened presence on 89.3 FM, where, according to Rubin, “Anywhere on campus you can get the station.”

With the exception of an estimated $2,000–$300 in advertising revenues, BCR has been funded by the administration to the tune of $800.

Continued on Page 2

Babsonian Underway

AIMEE M. DOLLINGER STAFF WRITER

In the past two weeks a great deal has been happening with the Babsonian, both internally, dealing with the organization, as well as externally dealing with publishers, photographers and the Babson community as a whole. There has been a great deal of information gathering, and I believe it is important to share with the community what we have learned.

The 1998 yearbook is completed, and the publisher, Harriet Jones, was waiting for final payment before they would ship the books to us. That check was Federal Expressed on Monday, Feb. 9, and the books should be arriving here within the next two weeks.

When the books do arrive, they will be distributed in the Reynolds Campus Center over a period of a few days.

Continued on Page 2

Study Abroad Revamped

JESSICA BURTT EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Undergraduate Decision Making Body (DMB) approved several changes to the study abroad program aimed at increasing the viability of students’ participation in the program said Steakie Zukoff, Manager of International Academic Affiliations and Exchange Programs.

According to Zukoff, the new changes will allow students to...

Continued on Page 2

SKI TEAM LIVES IT UP – Alumni Ski Team Weekend - This past weekend, the Ski Team held their Alumni Weekend with a race at Loon Mountain. They had a very supportive crowd in attendance, and everyone enjoyed the day. Anna Erickson, ’02, is at the starting gate of her slalom race for the day. Slalom is Erickson’s strong point, and she always places in the top 2. This coming weekend Men’s and Women’s Ski Teams will race at Suicide, VT.

See Page 12

Photos by Dierdre Woody

OPINIONS

PAGE 5

Without the NBA, everyone from ticket takers to local restaurant owners have seen their income heavily reduced or eliminated.

CAMERAS IN DORMS

PAGE 9

Web Cameras in Dorm Rooms Show College Life 24 Hours a Day. Well it’s not quite “Edtv” or “The Truman Show,” but it’s a step in that direction.

GOO GOO DOLLS

PAGE 10

Most bands never get the chance to ride that wave at all. The Goo Goo Dolls have had a tumultuous ride for the better part of 12 years.

SWIMMING

PAGE 12

The women’s swim team went up against UMass team this past weekend, with only half of their own team healthy enough to participate.

Continued on Page 3

Olin College of Engineering Plans for Enrollment in 2001

PRESS RELEASE

COMPILED BY AMBER HESCOCK

The Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering plans to enroll its first class of 50 to 100 students by the fall of 2001 and anticipates reaching its steady-state enrollment of 650 students by 2007.

The College will provide engineering education in response to reforms identified and suggested by the National Science Foundation and the engineering community.

Olin College will also offer students hands-on engineering problems and will use integrated, cross-disciplinary courses that will emphasize communication skills. Plans also call for students to be given international and cross-cultural experiences. Facilities and support infrastructure will rival those of the world’s most progressive colleges.

Olin will sit adjacent to, and be in partnership with, Babson College. The two colleges will maintain a close relationship between the study and practice of engineering and commercial business and industry. Olin’s location and goal of building a distinguished engineering college will enable the sharing of resources that will benefit both schools academically and financially.

Planning is underway to share support services and certain facilities. The ultimate potential, however, resides in the opportunities for cross-registration and the creation of other educational synergies through which the full potential of the collaboration is expected to be achieved.

Undergraduate degree programs to be offered to Olin students include mechanical engineering, electrical and computer engineering...
Babson College's Founder Fleeves to Australia; Rubin Named General Manager

**Study Abroad Revamped**

Continued from Page 1

choose from a larger number of more qualified study abroad programs than in the past. In addition, the new regulations have allowed financial aid, except work-study, to be used for all the Babson-sponsored programs.

Stephen Schiffman, Dean of the Undergraduate Curriculum helped initiate the changes along with a DMB sub-committee. Dean Schiffman said, "Our new program addresses all three goals by bringing to students a wider range of Babson-sponsored study abroad options, by reviewing and assessing the quality of these programs, and by putting in place new financial aid policies and mechanisms to allow greater student access.

In the current program, Babson sponsors seven exchange programs in Europe, Latin America and Australia. However, starting in the fall of 1999 the number will be , "increasing to a couple dozen in 15 countries," said Zulkower.

Students wishing to study abroad at non-sponsored universities will need to petition the DMB sub-committee for approval. Applicants must state exactly why a student wishes to attend a non-sponsored school, what courses he intends to take and how he intends to finance his education. "I can almost guarantee that all petitions will be denied," said Zulkower. She added, "We don't want to dis-courage students from going abroad but we want to keep the quality high by only picking the very finest Uni-versities.

The Babson sponsored universities (see list on page 2) are put through a "rigorous criteria process, before being approved," said Zulkower. Universities are evaluated mostly on the quality of the programs, whether they have both a business and management curriculum and the safety of the cities and surrounding areas.

"We have chosen institutions that have a reputation for rigor with hundreds of years of history," explained Zulkower. Another reason for the changes was a need for better quality control. In past students were allowed to go to non-accredited schools and faculty were asked to approve credits from these schools that were "started in the fall of 1999," said Zulkower. The new programs "ensure that the students get a high level of logistical support," said Zulkower. In the past the amount of support students received, in terms of academ-and as well as campus life or registration was completely up to the host colleges. The new program will ensure that recipients receive the attention that they need, either from the host college or from Babson College.

In terms of costs, students pay the same rate for books, fees and rate the host college directly for room, board and any additional fees.

Continued from Page 1

$14,500 this year. Rubin acknowl-edges, "The college has done a lot to help us, and I really do thank them." Babson College takes the point where we have to help ourselves. I think the point now is getting the listeners and getting the DJs."

Rubin's strategy in recovering the community's interest in the station centers around having fun: "To make it more of a fun atmosphere, we're going to be [beard live in Trim and Reynolds. We're going to"

Zulkower added, "With a lot of the programs this is actually cheaper than going to Babson.

Any student successful in petition-in- ning a non-Babson program will pay a $1,500 "leave of absence fee" to Babson. In addition, students pay the host college's tuition and fees.

Junior Diederik Woody just com-plished a semester at the University of Richmond in Florence, Italy. "When they asked me if I was going to go to Babson, I wasn't going to do it. I just wanted to go to Babson because it's a Free Press, but they said it was a Free Press, but they said it was because I was a Free Press. I just didn't know what I was going to do in the future, and how to make my Bab-son experience better for myself and my friends."

"I came back and I had a great time. I made a lot of new friends." Zulkower added, "We have a lot of programs, and I think it's a good idea.

The grand opening day of nearly 10,000 hits. Last semester students drove primarily by main press, according to Babson. "There were no more than 50 listeners at any one-time last semester." The first weeks of this semester have been equally stagnant, music continuously played from a small feed to prevent dead air. The first live broadcast of this semester will be a reoccur until February 16. Soon after, Rubin hopes to be broadcasting live music and talk shows five to eight hours every day.

Technical and staff preparations are underway, with Rubin empha-sizing a recruiting session for inter-ested students slated for February 9 at 8:00 PM. In Trim 203. "We're going to pick our time slots right there.

Previously, Rubin was described as "inside man" while Berger managed the external relations of the station. Before leaving, Berger anticipated, "In reality, Matt has the power now but I think he's going to bring me into it.

Rubin concluded, "I love being the ring leader. I'm looking forward to it. I'm going to do things a little bit differently than Adam did. I'm trying to make it less bureau-cratric, I'm trying to make it more fun, and I'm trying to make more of what this station was supposed to be." Stay tuned.

Babsonian Underway

Continued from Page 1

few days. The distribution will be among students from Professor Rubin's classes, anticipating an influx of listeners and DJs. He and Berger agree that their station suff ered last semester due largely to almost no marketing efforts. Berger admits, "This was probably a bigger mistake.

"I was probably more con-cerned about making sure it was legal and a piece of Babson's history. The Babsonian needs you to come to the meeting to find out more about the production process so if stu-dents did not have the opportu-nity to buy the book, they would be able to get one at that point. Senior portrait sprints have been rescheduled for March 4 and 5 in The Reynolds Campus Center; most, they will be held from 9:45 on 3/3 and 11/7 on 3.

If you missed the first portrait sitting, please watch for further dates. The event will be a general inter- est meeting on Feb. 16, the loca-
Olin College of Engineering
Plains for Enrollment 2001

Senior Separation Anxiety
From Bachelor College
A Life Cycle Event

Charles R. Rotman, Professor of Psychology

Separation anxiety may begin to distress many of Babsen's seniors as they prepare for graduation approaches. Separation anxiety can be amplified when one's friends, daily activities, events, and familiar environment for four years are about to become new memories when shifting the focus from college to the noise of the other's matherboard.

Though separation anxiety can be compromised by the present change, accumulated memo-
ries and friendships made at Babson will certainly continue in the future.

"What is separating from?" the optimistic senior alis. Loss of some good things can be an enabling route to a dynamic, flexible, "thera-
peutic" vision. "et, Crossroads Cafe and City Park, "The" checks and cash-
packages from home, interviews and college tours, "The" academic, "The" accreditation, "The" Scorsesos, "The" fraternity, and "The" socializing, "The" support from friends and family, "The" increasing number of social and professional contacts, "The" changing of the landscape of the college.

The senior may take many of the above things with them into "the party over." The reality of the loss may not be recognized until several weeks or months later, but it will have a lasting impression on the graduate.

Assuming your next adventure is the best thing to put on your plate, the following questions may promote antici-
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Confessions of a Job Seeker

AMBER HESSOCO
NEWS EDITOR

I'm not talking to you. It's February and I do not have to face you to find a job. I've been sitting here without a job for months. People have good ideas on how to deal with unemployment but lack the ability to follow through with action.

And to the administration and faculty, when you say you are coming you're saying they are overwhelmed by the workload or frustrated at the student involvement in their organization, remember to ask yourself, "What action am I going to take to change this situation?"

RARE FINDS: AMAZING PEOPLE AT BABSON

MICHAEL JACOBS
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Every now and again I come across someone who impresses me. On a recent football trip, one of our coaches passed with me total awe. After all, these people are always complaining. However, I still hear complaints about various things, but that's life, I accept them. I almost never hear someone saying how great or amazing another human being has done. However, over the past two weeks, I have met two extremely incredible person, who along with an incredible person I met last year, prove that we have many more to Babson people.

Babson is at Babson, it is extremely uncommon for me to find such a stellar year. Last year I found one. This year I have found two more incredible individuals, and I don't think I can say the same for any original social with what works. You'd have to try on your feet and start some new ones, like trying to sell "The Pot of a Bowl" as a tool for growing and cooking. And, of course, I have to say that the path you choose is one that is the right one for you.

The reality is that no matter what we do, we will decide to drop out once. We will likely leave it within only a couple of years. Why not make sure that the path you choose is the one that is right for you. And, most importantly, that you are happy with whatever you are doing.

Being There, Done That

PHILIP SILVESTRI
MEDIA DESIGN

And so it starts. It is yet again time for the NME business junkmail-a-thon. The NME has moved out. Little businesses will be able to get on the NME's fast lane. In fact, enough to be able to get a little more than one page of a big banner that can reach the mail box by 1:00am in the morning. Also, I'd like to think I'm a little more of a social person. "Those who are boxes of pop-up vases messages, I keep getting." I lived through this same process of simple logic (enough for freshen to follow). I'm not going to make a comment about this one.

I was a freshman once too. I know it.

Company hate. Any company that sends me tons of junkmail that fills my email box. The boxes are big. Printed, radio announcements, newspaper. It's a waste of time to think about it.

Remember, you're not the first class to go through this, anything you think about doing is already done by your predecessors. This is our time to make changes. Some of the changes are positive, and some are not. Some of the changes are really good, and some are not. But in any "creative accounting" will probably be noticed (if it's not just cause with a few people enough to fill your inbox for the rest of the year). We tried it and failed.

I can remember a day in my PMS class when one of the professors, wax in a little less happy face on his day. He turns on the projector and on the screen we see our "Screw Candy, Buy Phoonsa-" posters. He did not say much, but after little "chit" with us, we thought it would be nice to provide with a different approach to advertising. What I'm trying to say is that you're not true, not many of the upper classmen (and women) care. Sorry. If you are interested contact me or anyone from the class of 2K (or lower) and ask us what did we use. Then ask us what we hate about the NME, but do not be a part of it. Trust me, I will tell you, I do not want to spend all of my time listening to how we have plenty of things we can do.

Welcome to the NPE PREVIEW SHOW FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE PREVIEW of THE FUTURE OF THE PROGRAM. WELCOME TO THE PROGRAM PREVIEW OF THE SAM...

THE LAST WEEKEND...
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The NBA Resumes Play, But Is It FAN-tastic?

I Beg of You, as Hard as It Is to Resist, Do Not Watch NBA’s Opening Night Tomorrow

JAMES BASBAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a lengthy lockout, the NBA is back. I want it to make it clear right now: “I love this game.” I am very excited about my favorite team, the Celtics, having a good year. However, because of my great love for the game of basketball, I feel it is our duty as fans to make the NBA the great league it is today.

There are at least three good reasons why we should not watch my beloved NBA this year.

First, as fans we must show some self-control. No professional players have been bickering over whether making $8 million per year to play in a game is fair, net vs. Kelleyh. Meanwhile, in their selfishness, they have greatly impacted the lives of many others.

The NBA creates many jobs. Without the NBA everyone from ticket takers to local restaurants and owners have seen their income need to take better care o’ our fans.” We spend the money, we hold the power.

But how can we ask you to not watch basketball, especially now that football is over? I will not be that cruel. There is great basketball action going on right now. College basketball is one of the most exciting years in NCAA basketball history.

The Big East is a strong conference and there have been many close games. Also, college basketball players are the same age as us, they go to school just like we do. It is a lot easier to root for a college kid than a 35-year-old Hilary who is going to do any exercise every time he puts a shot. Best of all, there is no labor dispute and no players holding out for $150 million contracts.

There have been people on both sides, defending the players and the owners. Who has been defending the fans? Nobody. Apparently there seems to be no need to make amends with the people who pay the owners and players’ salaries. Whether you believe the players or owners won in the agreement, it is clear that the fans lost.

So, in all my acts, as hard as it is to resist, do not watch NBA’s opening night tomorrow or any other night. Instead turn to the great college action. Heck the next college basketball is much longer than the NCAA tournament anyway. I guarantee you will see a better brand of basketball. Most of all, you see a well played game without having to listen to overpaid whiners.

We are faced with an increasing number of students who have no will to continue their education. succeed without a prestigious degree may result in chronic unemployment, low income housing, and clinical depression.”

I wish there was more condoned wisdom of gym. The NBA that doesn’t use big words or make me think too much.

Warning: Attempting to succeed without a prestigious degree may result in chronic unemployment, low income housing, and clinical depression.”

So much do? Why does it seem that the NBA has been born without the gene for "self-control"? No need to answer that question, and Robinson was a big part of the poorly played loss in the Super Bowl. Goodness, he was married. He had other stuff on his mind besides football. Like what he was going to tell his two kids on Monday evening.

But now I am doing thinking about Eugene Robinson. After all, I have to finish my paper for tomorrow’s class. I’ve got to go to the bank to deposit some checks, get my car registered. There are only so many hours in the day, and Eugene Robinson doesn’t have relevance to any one of them.

The purdies are always so intent on the fact that America does not seem to care about the President’s moral failures. What they don’t realize is that we do recognize the faults of the POTUS, we just don’t have the time to worry about it. It doesn’t affect us personally, so why bother making a fuss? After all, sure Hillary will give Bill enough hell for all of that later. It’s a shame that our broadcast network to study up on Monica Lewinsky and deliver daily commentaries on the situation. Instead, the television viewing audience, perhaps we would care enough to pass judgment. But we aren’t, so we don’t. End of story.

I am confused. To me, it doesn’t seem that a guy like Eugene Robinson would pay for sexual favors. First of all, he’s married. Second of all, he’s a professional athlete who is currently in the starting lineup for the Atlanta Falcons. If Eugene Robinson needs to pay for sex, the rest of us are in a lot of trouble.

I am indifferent. Perhaps, I’ve been desensitized by months of news reports on Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinski. I don’t think that’s the case. It’s just that after watching our media pass so much judgment on so many people, I’m no longer willing to. I’m not interested in what the Associated Press and the Wall Street Journal say. It’s time for me to make my own judgments. And I don’t care.

I am amazed. Here’s an extremely talented athlete who has money and fame, and he’s doing his best to screw it all up during the most important time in his career. While I talk away at my FME assignment, he’s sitting by the pool sipping drinks. Except now he’s also going to be dodging sharp projectiles thrown by his wife. Maybe there’s some justice in the world after all.

I am frustrated. Why are people so self-destructive? Why aren’t they worrying about themselves? Why are they worrying about so many people, I’m no longer willing to. I’m not interested in what the Associated Press and the Wall Street Journal say. It’s time for me to make my own judgments. And I don’t care.

I am amazed. Here’s an extremely talented athlete who has money and fame, and he’s doing his best to screw it all up during the most important time in his career. While I talk away at my FME assignment, he’s sitting by the pool sipping drinks. Except now he’s also going to be dodging sharp projectiles thrown by his wife. Maybe there’s some justice in the world after all.

I am frustrated. Why are people so self-destructive? Why aren’t they worrying about themselves? Why are they worrying about...
LIFESTYLES
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Koncious Konner: Recap of the Clinton Crisis

ADAM KONCIOUS STAFF WRITER

Last week I brought you the first half of a two-part series regarding the Clinton scandal. In that article I was able to outline some of the early facts and our overall perspective. Now, it really gets fun.

First, here's a summary of last week's article. "President Clinton is involved in a scandal. The media were fed misinformation. Kevin Costner is a pathetic excuse for an actor. I don't really believe the President, the media, or Kevin Costner.

Now, here are the rest of my findings:

11/13/98: President Clinton agrees to pay Paula Jones $850,000 to drop her sexual harassment lawsuit, with no apology or admission of guilt on the President's part.

Bill and Hillary plan a bake sale for early next week. If that doesn't work, they'll turn the White House into a scrubs shop of prostitution. Sorry, too late.

11/21/98: Prosecutors Ken Starr's ethic advisor, Sam Dash, resigns, objecting to Starr's testimony in support of impeachment.

It is widely agreed among both parties that Sam Dash should be a great name for an Olympic sprinter.

11/27/98: Answering questions from Chairman Henry Hyde (R-Ill.), Clinton writes the Judiciary Committee that his testimony in the Lewinsky affair was "not false and misleading.

There were, however, several spelling mistakes in the report due to the fact that he was so defensively involved in writing with one's fingers crossed.

12/11/98: The House Judiciary Committee approves impeachment articles I, II, III, which accuses the President of perjury in the Jones deposition and his grand jury testimony, and obstruction of justice in the Paula Jones case. The following day the committee approves a fourth and final article, including charges of perjury regarding Clinton's responses to the 81 questions posed by the committee.

They reject an article which accuses the President of "committing every other crime in the world" hoping to get lucky.


The media will interview an endless stream of "experts" who will corroborate my predictions (but they'll use bigger words to sound important).

The news media is pleased with the long-awaited reprise from headlines about sex and glad to finally be reporting what this great nation does best—bomber other countries.

12/18/98: In a highly partisan debate, the House begins consideration of articles of impeachment. Partisan is a Latin word commonly used in two French words invented by three Italian guys. The words are "parti," meaning, "a party," and "division," meaning "never agrees with the other party no matter what the issue is, even if it is something as trivial as which fork to use at a fancy restaurant.

By 12/23/98: Clinton is impeached by the House on articles I and III, perjury and obstruction of justice.

Contrary to popular belief, this doesn't mean that the President must vacate The Oval Office. It is merely a warning to stop having sex. You may also add an "Oval Office" joke in regards to Monica if you so choose.

12/20/98: The day after Clinton's impeachment, polls show his approval rating continues to rise. These polls prompt Congress to declare a new national holiday. From this day forward, December 20th shall be celebrated as "Opposite Day" in kindergartens around the country.

1/24/98: Monica Lewinsky submits to a nearly two-hour interview with House prosecutors.

The House members call the session "productive," but Lewinsky's lawyer says she was fully clothed the entire time.

1/29/98: In a party-line vote, the Senate OKs a Republican plan for the impeachment trial's deposition phase and sets February 12 as a target date for the trial's end.

You history buffs should recognize this date as the birthday of the two most influential Americans ever, Abraham Lincoln and Arsenio Hall.

At the time of my deadline, these were the most recent developments in the case. However, I am able to make a few easy predictions for the upcoming week.

Clinton will be accused of doing more bad stuff. He will, in turn, deny it.

Each year I have the difficult task of interviewing perspective White House interns and weeding out the underachievers. Here I am showing an eager rate Waller what his duties will consist of as an intern to the President. Needless to say, Jake was not chosen.

The media will interview an endless stream of "experts" who will corroborate my predictions (but they'll use bigger words to sound important). That is all.

---

Trim Daily Menu: (Subject To Availability)

Thursday February 11th - Valentine's Day - DINNER SPECIAL -

Thursday, February 4th
Entree Line
Lunch:
1. Eggplant Parmesan
2. Beef & Bean Burrito
3. Broccoli Quiche
4. Summer Squash
5. Wedge Cut Cubes
Dinner:
1. BBQ Chicken
2. Baked Ham
3. White Rice
4. Fresh Cauliflower
International
Stir Fry (Lunch)
Italian Bar (Dinner)

Friday, February 5th
Entree Line
Lunch:
1. Tortilla Casserole
2. Fish & Chips
3. Egg Fu Young
4. Mixed Veggies
5. Sour Cream Fries
Dinner:
1. BBQ Wings
2. Buffalo Wings
3. Mozzarella Sticks
4. Steak Subs
5. Breaded Mushrooms
International
Potato Skins Bar (Lunch)
Thai Bar (Dinner)

Sunday, February 7th
Bread
1. Scrambled Eggs
2. French Toast w/ Cheese
3. French Toast Sticks
4. Mini Breakfasts
5. Link Sausages
Dinner:
1. Roast Turkey
2. Grilled Cheese
3. Grilled Ham & Cheese
4. Bread Stuffing
5. Whipped Potatoes
6. Whole Kernel Corn

---

McCULLOUGH B6 MULLS WHILST PIETZ 31 PONDERS

MCCULLOUGH B6 CAFE (CABARET OF WRITERS)

NOTICE: Ladies, please take the time to look up the word wistful. As mentioned by 31, the sought-after phrase is too hard to get, begun. Look for dark-horses "Butterfly Interpretations" and "The Ladies Choice.

To prove just how serious we are about competition, we offer a challenge to any team. We will open and close the place for one full week. That's right, 20 hours of drinking without losing control.

Any takers? We thought not, let us know.

See, the thing about this Pub team game is that these girls are just that: a bunch of girls. They whine and complain about going down there, and then when they finally do get there they get wasted after two beers and we have to drag them home.

But do we get invited in for a night cap? A night cap? Who wears those nowadays? Enough about the pub, let's talk Super Bowl Sunday. I don't know how it is for you guys out there, but Sunday is the day of Sabbath here in B6, and that means no girls allowed and only talk about Beer, Sex and War is admissible. War is a fairly hot topic. Example: "Let's make those girl's suites.

We happened to have the chance to go and drink with some of the girls from Pietz 31. If we have done this already, don't.

Man, are they crazy. All they talk about is nails, shaving (yeah Jess), and all the free Heelee's. Speaking of drinking, girls, we know what goes on while the population ponder.

When these chicks aren't knoopy off god knows what, they are restringing feminize protein holds with unknowing underclassmen.

The whole situation is quite discommodating. Only a poet can capture the true wretchedness of this "pondering" suite.

On a darker other day Mine eyes can't feel Mine eyes can't smell Who can see beneath the porest Why? It is the molasses queens. They decide when dark is dark They put porridge on the face Queens of wretched ecology, gangrene and other malicious off-spring

A plague on your house - aone. Until next week...

---

CONTRIBUTED WITNESS
SMOC II: The Wrath Of Sean

WeCare: "One FLU over The Cookoo’s Nest"

The Ups and Downs of Surviving the Flu Season

BRUCE TOFIAS, MD
FREE PRESS CORRESPONDENT

Here it is a cold Sunday morning and the thermometer is struggling to get out of the single digits. I slept in today, but at 8 A.M. it probably still feels like the middle of the night to many of you. Were I to speak, my voice would be soft and low. It would resonate with that thick mucous of lethargy that is quite prevalent in our community now. Ah, so much better time to write about the millions of over the counter "cold remedies" are okay to take, as long as you follow the directions.

present infectious plagues on campus? Is it the FLU or not?

10. Little chance of "booking up" with Janeey the dog faced girl.
9. More time alone equals more time to discreetly shave back hair.
8. Picking Toulount’s syndrome is a more socially accepted way to scream violently at others than is a drunken rage.
7. Fewer brain cells dramatically lowers your chance of answering man’s greatest contemporary dilemma, “What exactly do they put in the secret sauce?”
6. Harder to engender sympathy from a jury if your defense to vehicular homicide charges is, “Man, was I drunk.”
5. Use extra quiet time as an opportunity to ponder your personal failings and disappointments (wait, maybe that’s a reason to drink?)
4. Why waste money on alcohol when you can waste money on lapdance?
2. The sober man actually remembers evenings when he ‘got ac
1. You can’t make fun of drunks if you are drunk.

puzz111

puzz110

22 Breakfast cereal
25 Vietnamese offensive
27 Energy
29 Gone by
30 Staff
32 Metal
34 Mode
35 Mistake
37 Meadow
39 Craft
40 Geol
43 Cop character
46 Mow grass
48 No (Scott)
50 Lead car
51 Mill
53 Midday
55 Window
57 Southern state (abbr.)
59 Morning moodle
61 At once
63 Neither
67 Direction (abbr.)
69 Prosecuturing def (abbr.)

ACROSS
1 Alternate (abbr.)
2 Fable
3 Horse
4 Instance
5 Sleeviness gerriment of goat's hair
6 Homine
7 First man
8 Internal recreation
9 Wholesale
10 Fish
11 Route
12 Alpap
13 Fish with sword
14 Look out
15 Tense
16 Threw
17 After
18 Rete
19 Pole
20 Pole
21 Alpap
22 Off dead
23 Trade
24 Albate walks
25 Earth (Gr. comb. form)
26 Cease
27 Age
28 Self
29诈骗
30 Hypothetical force
31 Regions of space
32 Before (poetic)
33 Idle
34 Knock
35 College official

54 Rest
56 Drag
58 Two
59 Abuse
60 Tin
64 Take action
65 Time period
66 Not any
68 Chief Nurse God
70 Pole
71 Jug
72 Rodent

DOWN
1 Feel
2 Conversion of nations (abbr.)
3 Sack
4 Hooked
5 Public notice
6 Uncheck
7 Give off
8 Leash
9 Ban
10 Small bug
11 Idle
12 Near
13 Tub
14 Lice
15 Sneak
16 Use
17 Creep
18 Cruise
19 Chase
20 No
FOREIGN MOTORS WEST
"An Employee Owned Company"

BODY SHOP

- ONE OF A HANDFUL OF AUTHORIZED BMW AND ROLLS ROYCE BODY SHOPS

- ALSO, WE WORK ON ANY MAKE AND MODEL VEHICLE AT INSURANCE COMPANY RATES

PHONE: (781) 237-1212
240 Eliot St.
ASHLAND, MA

FOREIGN MOTORS WEST
"An Employee Owned Company"

LARGEST NEW AND CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED BMW INVENTORY IN OUR AREA

LARGEST PARTS & ACCESSORIES IN NE

LESS THAN 15 MIN. FROM BABSON

CERTIFIED BMW MAINTENANCE EXPERTS

LEASING AND FINANCE SPECIALISTS

PHONE: (781) 235-9096
253 N. MAIN ST., NATICK (FROM RTE. 9)
WWW.FMWEST.COM

FOREIGN MOTORS WEST
"An Employee Owned Company"

LARGEST NEW & "STAR MARKED" PRE-OWNED MERCEDES INVENTORY IN OUR AREA

LARGEST PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN NE

LESS THAN 15 MIN. FROM BABSON

CERTIFIED MERCEDES MAINTENANCE EXPERTS

LEASING AND FINANCE SPECIALISTS

PHONE: (781) 235-9096
253 N. MAIN ST., NATICK (FROM RTE. 9)
WWW.FMWEST.COM

YOUR CLOSEST MERCEDES RETAIL CENTER

LAND ROVER METROWEST
"An Employee Owned Company"

LARGEST NEW AND CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED LAND ROVER INVENTORY

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

LESS THAN 15 MIN. FROM BABSON

CERTIFIED MAINTENANCE EXPERTS

LEASING AND FINANCE SPECIALISTS

LARGE SELECTION OF 4.0 & 4.6 MODELS

PHONE: (781) 431-0125
790 WORCESTER RD. (RTE. 9), NATICK
WWW.FMWEST.COM

YOUR CLOSEST LAND ROVER RETAIL CENTER
The Career Center Connection
Sponsored by the Center for Career Development, 2nd Floor Hollister, X4215

Recruiting Update
Attention Seniors: The February 3rd Golber Information Session has been cancelled and unfortunately, Cadors will no longer be recruiting on campus this spring.

This week there are approximately 30 resume collections due to CCCI.

Be sure to check the recruiting schedule regularly for changes and updates.

Internship Information
The Bahon Internship Recruiting homepage now offers a new site. If you’re looking for an internship, you can now visit this site to find out where previous students interned and how they rated their experience.

To log on from off-campus:
1. Go to the web site http://globon.bahon.edu/goforum.htm
2. Enter your ID and password the same as you would from any Bahon computer.
3. To go to the shortcut on the left side that looks like folders (it is labeled browse network files and folders)
4. Click on the file for the K shared campus drive
5. Click on WWW
6. Click on CCCI
7. For consulting click on BSREC then on BS/Recruiting-1

For internships click on BS/INT then on Intanets

Internships 101 - Get Ready for Summer 1999
This Saturday, February 6, CCCI will be hosting Internships 101 at Knight Auditorium from 10 A.M. to 2 P.M. Workshops will include resumes and cover letters, tactics for finding the right internships, interviewing techniques and what to expect your first week on the job.

Registration is required at Call CCCI at X4215 with any questions or to confirm your enrollment.

Dear Lisa,

Dear Lisa, I am a second-year student and looking for a paid summer internship. Can you suggest other ways of finding a paid internship besides the college website?

—Looking

Dear Looking,

There are many ways to explore finding a paid internship. If you would like to work in your hometown perhaps you could network and market yourself to a potential employer. You could also explore the ACE database at CCCI and contact alumni with helpful tips.

Another good resource is an educational program specifically designed for second-year students. The L.F. Internship Program offers students a two consecutive summer paid internship with a local firm in the fields of administration, accounting, marketing, economics, computer science, communications, and much more.

To find out more about the L.F. Internship program or other useful career information, please visit the CCCI website and click on internships. One of the counselors will be happy to meet with you.

Good Luck!

Do you have any unanswered career related questions? Write to
The Weekly Announcements DEAR LISA sections. All opinion questions will be kept confidential. Please e-mail questions to SIGI@CHS.O.U subject: DEAR LISA.

LITTLE BY LITTLE, OUR WATTERS ARE LOOING LESS ORANGE AND MORE LIKE TRASH.

You can help protect our water by using natural lawn care products, toys, house cleaners and by recycling used motor oil.

CLEAN WATER, IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE, WE CAN DO A LOT.
The Goo Goo Dolls Get Dizzy With Sixth Album

JOE SENOS, JR. - CONCERT REVIVING WRITER

Many up and coming bands long await the wave that will crash them into the mainstream, and most bands never get the chance to ride that wave at all. The Goo Goo Dolls have had a tumultuous ride for the better part of 12 years. In the past decade The Goo Goo Dolls have produced six albums. The ninth, "Dizzy Up the Girl," could be a sign pointing to a long and well overdue ride.

Many people recognize the Goo Goo Dolls by their two most distinctive songs, "Name" and "Iris." The latter was a smash over the past summer from the movie City of Angels" starring Nicolas Cage and Meg Ryan. The band has been an underground cult band, truly loved by hardcore fans and now more mainstream music aficionados.

The Goo Goo Dolls have built a reputation over the past 12 years as the quintessential live band, with outstanding musicians and arrangements that enhance their shows. In "Dizzy Up the Girl," the band has not traded in its hardcore rock, but the guitar distortion is more tightly controlled and rigorously regimented. The result is evident within the opening track "Dizzy." This high-energy, power-pop tune has an incredible moody balance between angst and melancholy.

The songs are bitterly unleash, but they are drenched out and replaced with softer picking before the vocals make an appearance. The same sound is created for "Slide," the second song on the album. With some of the best lyrics by the band in the past four years, this excellent song is a personal favorite. "Slide" has huge emotion and control while still sounding powerful.

Nonfiction Bestsellers

1. The Greatest Generation by Tom Brokaw
2. Tuesdays with Morrie by Mitch Albom
3. Life Strategies by Phillip McGraw
4. Blind Man's Buff by Sherry Sontag, Christopher Drew, and Annette Lawrence Drew, Public Affairs
5. The Art of Happiness by the Dalai Lama
6. Endurance by Caroline Alexander
7. Reporting Live by Lesley Stahl
8. 8 Steps to Financial Freedom by Suze Orman
9. The Century by Peter Jennings
10. Traveling Mercies by Anne Lamott

Fiction Bestsellers

1. A Man in Full by Tom Wolfe
2. Southern Cross by Patricia D. Cornwell
3. The Poisonwood Bible by Barbara Kingsolver
4. Amsterdam by Ian McEwan
5. Billy Straight by Jonathan Kellerman
6. Charming Billy by Alice McDermott
7. While I Was Gone by Sue Miller
9. Angels Flight by Michael Connelly
10. The Jew of New York by Ben Katchor

Top Albums

1. SILK THE SHOCKER - Mode Man; No Limit
2. DAVE MATTHEWS AND TIM REYNOLDS - Live at Leather College; Bama/Rags/RC
3. BRITNEY SPEARS - ...Baby One More Time; Jive
4. THE OFFSPRING - Americana; Columbia
5. 'N SYNC - 'N Sync; RCA
6. LAURYN HILL - the Miseducation of Lauryn Hill; Ruffhouse/Columbia
7. DMX - Flesh of My Flesh, Blood of My Blood; Def Jam/Mercury
8. 2PAC - Greatest Hits; Amaru/Death Row/Interscope
9. DIXIE CHICKS - Wide Open Spaces; Monument/Stony
10. JAY-Z - Vol. 2...Hard Knock Life; Roc-a-Fella/Def Jam/Mercury

All Haircuts $10

*Other services available at additional costs

WASH YOUR HANDS

Health Services x 4257
Al's Corner: What's Up With Super Bowl Fashion This Year?

As I sat on the couch on Sunday night with my boyfriend to watch the Super Bowl, I paid special attention to the dress of the fans at Pro Players Stadium. The Falcons fans, wearing black and white, stood out in team jerseys, baseball caps, jackets, and T-shirts as usual fans would wear.

The Bronco fans, on the other hand, were a little more extreme in their outfits of choice. The jerseys were understandable, as were the other paraphernalia and face paint, but where did those horse hats come from?

Talk about dorky: they rank right up there with those big cheese hats the Packers fans donned at last year's Super Bowl. I will proudly admit that I was rooting for the Broncos, but I am definitely not a die-hard fan like the hat-wearters.

Take the Patriots, for example. I went to a game earlier this year at Foxboro and did not see any one wearing bizarre things on their heads. When they went to the Super Bowl a couple of years ago, some of the Pats fans had anything strange on their heads, either.

So my question is: is this a Mid-West thing that we North-Easterners feel we are too cool for, or is it a slowly approaching tradition that is still making its way East?

As for other things I noticed at the Super Bowl, one fashion disaster I must mention was Chez's outfit. He, like who sings the National Anthem at a nationally televised event wearing jeans a size too tight, a sparkly, see-through blouse, and sports sadly colored red highlights?

What was she thinking? Chez needs to jump up and update her wardrobe a bit.

For a woman who has made a tremendous comeback in the Spanish speaking music world after her terrible accident, she looked good. Her duet with Stevie Wonder sounded as beautiful as she looked.

Last, but not least, I must draw attention to this year's championship outfit. It was absolutely hilarious. Blah. They were extremely ugly and, not to mention, boring. I know that the conservative look is in, but who has ever seen a Super Bowl Champion jump up on stage wearing white pigtails and a dinosaur suit?

The Super Bowl is a show, the fans, expect a certain degree of tackiness and this year we were let down.

Let's just hope that next year's Super Bowl will not contain cheezy hats, a poorly dressed singer for the national anthem, and of course, feature our beloved Patriots.

Movie Listings for Framingham 14

Friday and Saturday
February 5th and 6th

Shakespeare In Love, R
1:15, 4:15, 7:15, 10:15
Prince of Egypt, PG
1:45, 4:15, 6:45
A Thin Red Line, R
12:45, 4:15, 8:00
You've Got Mail, PG
7:00, 10:00
Patch Adams, PG13
12:30, 3:45, 6:45, 9:45
Playing By Heart, R
1:00, 3:45, 7:15, 10:15
She's All That, PG13
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
A Civil Action, PG13
12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:30
At First Sight, R
6:45, 9:45
Simply Irresistible, PG13
12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00, 10:30
Waking Ned Devine, PG
1:30, 4:30, 7:00, 9:45
Mighty Joe Young, PG
1:15, 4:00
Hillbilly & Jackie, R
1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
Little Voice, R
1:15, 4:00, 7:15, 10:00
Varsity Blues, R
1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 10:15
A Bugs Life, G
1:45, 4:30
Elizabeth, R
9:15 PM Only

SNEAK PREVIEW: February 6th, 1999 at 7:30 PM
October Sky, PG

PAID INTERNSHIP

The Undergraduate Admission Management Team announces its search for Interns for the 1999-2000 academic year.

Admission Interns develop the following skills, invaluable in any business career:

- **Interviewing Etiquette:** All admission interns interview prospective students. The experience is also a way for you to hone in on your own interviewing skills, in addition to sharing your love of Babson.
- **Multitask Management:** Interns are responsible for managing and implementing strategies for student recruitment. Interns work with campus publications, on-campus events, transfer admission advisement, management of on and off-campus volunteers, and more.
- **Public Speaking:** Interns serve as speakers or group mentors at on-campus admission events.
- **Teamwork:** Interns are considered valuable members of the admission staff. Both admission counselors and Interns rely on each other to meet deadlines and goals.
- **Professionalism:** Interns are, oftentimes, a prospective student’s first contact with the College. Interns are expected to present themselves as a College representative in a professional environment.

Members of the Sophomore and Junior Classes who are interested in applying should submit an application, resume, and letter of intent by Friday, March 5, 1999. Applications can be obtained from the admission office in Mustard Hall. Please contact Grant Gosselin, Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admission (X5071) with questions or concerns.
SPORTS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1999

Women's Hoops Split Four Games

STEVE PALENSCAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After completing a week in which they split four games, the Babson women's basketball team heads into the final stretch of the regular season with a 12-6 overall record. With a 2-1 record in the league, the final seven games versus NEWMAC opponents will determine Babson's position in the league tournament at the end of the month.

On January 23, the Babson women's basketball team lost to NEWMAC rival Clark University 84-74. The team was led by Lindsay Davis of DeMaio who chipped in with a 10-point effort in support of a team total of 67 points. Babson then traveled to Brandeis to take on the Judges on the 26th and came away with a 68-57 victory. Campbell, Gregoire, Kerri Lally '02, and Meredith Eddy '03 all reached double figures for Babson, with Eddy leading the team with 15 points. Babson distributed the ball quite well and had a season high 18 assists in the contest.

Last Thursday, Babson defeated Mt. Holyoke 71-45 in front of the team's alumni in Stakpe. Babson took control of the game with a 16-3 run in the second half led once again by the senior trio of Campbell, Gregoire and Pineau, who all had 10 points.

Freshman guard Kerri Lally finished the game with 4 assists to cap off a great week of play. Lally averaged 9 points, 3 assists and 3 rebounds in the two wins versus Brandeis and Mount Holyoke to earn NEWMAC Rookie of the Week honors.

Babson has a record of 5-4 after winning six in a row in December. However, these losses have come against strong teams like Bates and Salem State. The next few weeks will set the stage for the NEWMAC tournament that Clark won a year ago.

The women's basketball team played a good game on Tuesday, the 2nd against Wheaton College. After being down 14-1 during the first half, they came back to make it 39-20 at half time. They continued their strong play and came out with a 69-59 victory.

Upcoming games for Babson include an away game at Smith College (1-10) on Saturday and a 7:00 game versus Coast Guard (6-8) next Tuesday night.

Men's Hoops Bounces Back From Losses

MATT MARGOLIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The men's basketball team bounced back big against Mount Holyoke last week with a 68-55 victory over UMass Dartmouth on Wednesday night and a 79-66 win over Mt. Holyoke on Saturday afternoon.

Mike Kmiec's (00) 24 points and Brian McCarthy's 17 points and 13 rebound night propelled the Beavers to their first win in a week on Wednesday. The team was led by guard Michael Osei (01) who scored 10 points.

On Saturday, Babson earned a 79-66 win over Mt. Holyoke College. Mike Kmiec led the Beavers with 27 points and 17 rebounds. Babson will travel to Mt. Holyoke to take on Mount Holyoke College on Tuesday night with a 1-1 record in the league.

The team's last game was a 79-66 victory over UMass Dartmouth on Wednesday night. The game was marked by a 17-point effort by Mike Kmiec and a 10-point effort by Brian McCarthy.

The Beavers are now 5-9 on the season and 1-1 in the league. A win over Mt. Holyoke would give them a 6-9 record.

Team Effort Propels Men's Swimming Team to Victory

MATTHEW CARROLL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Call the men's swim team but, because those guys are on a roll." -After a slow start with two heart-breaking losses to Bates and Coastguard, Babson has reached the 66-51 victory.

Thursday night versus Wheaton the Beavers were down as much as 20 in the first half but came to play the second half and clawed back to come within 1 point on nine occasions. Unfortunately Wheaton rallied and finished the game with a 66-51 victory.

Saturday at Norwich the Beavers were behind another nail bitter after being down 47-40 at half time the swimmers managed to take the lead at 79-71 with 3 minutes to go in the game, but a last second shot off a rebound propelled Norwich to a 81-79 victory.

The team travels to Worcester State Thursday night for a non-league contest and also Saturday for a NEWMAC conference game versus Coast Guard.

Women's Swim Team Fights Through Injuries

ALANNA DUBAGIO
STAFF WRITER

The women's swim team went up against a much improved UMass team this past weekend, with only half of their team healthy enough to participate. As they read this article, the women's swim team should be patting themselves on the back for the rest of the week. Their win on Saturday over UMass Dartmouth not only showed what they are made of, but also what they are capable of doing even with adversity.

The team really pulled together and those who were not too injured volunteered to swim events in which they normally do not compete. The women managed to fill every event, which made the difference in whether they would win or lose the meet. According to Coach Rick Elrich, "the women did what they had to in order to win!" and they managed to produce a lot of new England qualifying times in the meantime.

Two of the essential events in Babson's victory were the 200-meter relays that began and ended the meet. In the 200 Medley the Babson relays took first and third, getting Babson off to a 10 point lead. The outcome of the meet came down to the last event, the 208 Free Relay, where Babson clinched their victory by taking first and third place.

Freeman diver Liz Erdie who dove injured on Saturday, managed to bring Babson 13 points by taking first in the 1 meter and second in the 3 meters.

Congratulations are due to the entire women's swim team for their effort in this weekend's victory.

"We knew going in that it was going to be a tough meet but everyone pulled together," against UMass.

Captain Mackenzie Silverie summed up the meet by saying, "We knew going in that it was going to be a tough meet but everyone pulled together and contributed which ended the regular season on a very high note."

The women's record stands at 5-7. They swim this Saturday at NEWMAC's Mt. Holyoke. The Men's next swim meet is at 6 PM, Thursday at 4 the Webster Center against Bridgewater.

The team travels to Worcester State Thursday night for a non-league contest and also Saturday for a NEWMAC conference game versus Coast Guard.

Chip Dragon '99 comes over the first knoll of the giant slalom course at Loon Mountain at Saturday's meet.